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I. Authors

This list includes authors of articles and of book reviews.

Bonner, Thomas, Jr. "'Liberty,' a Poem by Frederick Douglass," 108-114.
Franklin, Benjamin V. "The Published Commentary on the Minor Connecticut Wits," 188-192.
Robinson, David, Review: Myerson, Margaret Fuller: An Annotated Secondary Bibliography, 120-121.
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### II. Articles

This list includes everything except reviews.

Douglas, Frederick. “‘Liberty,’ a Poem by Frederick Douglass,” *Thomas Bonner, Jr.*, 108-114.


### III. Books Reviewed

Reviewers’ names are given in parentheses. Unsigned reviews are by the editors.


Commire, Anne, *Something About the Author*, 236.
Emmens, Carol A., *Short Stories on Film*, 237.
Evory, Ann, *Contemporary Authors*, 236.
Locher, Frances Carol, *Contemporary Authors*, 236.
McGrath, David F., *Bookman's Price Index*, 236.
Seidel, Alison P., *Literary Criticism and Authors' Biographies*, 236.